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For more about us and our work, visit www.ghogphoto.com
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Relive your
timeless moments
with your special people, forever.

Hello,

thank you for choosing us as your photographers and storytellers.
We’re humbled by your trust in us to capture your special day as
you begin your journey of happily ever after. 

We can’t wait to tell your story! 
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Our Clients
love us!

“I have never enjoyed taking photos or seeing my photos
but your team made it effortless and I am so grateful.”

 - DAVID & TAYLOR 

“So beautiful and vibrant. you really captured the essence
of the day! Thank you so much.”

 - KWAME & ADWOA

“You were patient, sweet, professional, energetic, creative
and had such good vibes!!”

“You are the bestest!!!!!! I love the pictures. OMG!!! You are 
the true G.O.A.T. Period!!”

“Perfectttttt!! You really killed the photos oh!
Amazing!”

 - EFUA & CHALA

 - FAUSTINA & MAWUTOR

- MINA & JERMAINE
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traditional 
weddings

INTIMATE

CLASSIC

GRANDEUR

Bride dress up, ceremony & signing, exclusives,
with:

- 200 HD photos on a pendrive & digital album
- One Photographer
- 4 hours Coverage

GHc 3,500
(Ideal for 50-70 guests and no reception party)

(Standard Ghanaian trads with up to 200 guests)

Bride dress up, ceremony & signing, exclusives,
reception with:

- A4 Photobook (120 prints)
- 350 HD photos on a pendrive & digital album
- Two Photographers
- 6 hours Coverage

( For the drunk in love :) )

Bride & Groom dress up, ceremony & signing,
exclusives, reception with:

- A3 Photobook (200 prints), One A3 Frame print
- 550 HD photos on a pendrive (customized with
   couple names) & digital album
- Three Photographers
- 10 hours Coverage

GHc 6,500

GHc 10,000

Enjoy 10% Discounts when paired with any of our White
Wedding packages for your custom Two-day ceremonies. 
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Enjoy 10% Discounts when paired with any of our Traditional
Wedding packages for your custom Two-day ceremonies. 

WHITE 
weddings

INTIMATE

CLASSIC

GRANDEUR

Bride dress up, ceremony & signing, exclusives,
with:

- 250 HD photos on a pendrive & digital album
- One Photographer
- 5 hours Coverage

GHc 4,500
(Ideal for 50-70 guests and no reception party)

(Standard Ghanaian weddings with up to 200 guests)

Bride & Groom dress up, ceremony & signing, exclusives,
reception with:

- A4 Photobook (120 prints)
- 450 HD photos on a pendrive & digital album
- Two Photographers
- 8 hours Coverage

(Creme de la Creme!!)

Prewedding, Bride & Groom dress up, ceremony & signing,
exclusives, reception with:

- A3 Photobook (200 prints), One A3 Frame Print
- 600 HD photos on a pendrive (customized with
   couple names) & digital album
- Three Photographers
- 11 hours Coverage with 1 hr extra for prewedding session

GHc 8,000

GHc 11,000
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SAME DAY COMBO

INTIMATE

CLASSIC

GRANDEUR

Bride & Groom(white wedding) dress up, traditional &
white ceremony, signing, exclusives, with:

- 300 HD photos on a pendrive & digital album
- Two Photographers
- 7 hours Coverage

GHc 6,500
(Ideal for 50-80 guests and no reception party)

(Go-to for events with 100- 200 guests)

Bride & Groom(white wedding) dress up, traditional &
white ceremony, signing, exclusives, reception with:

- A3 Photobook (180 prints), One A3 Frame
- 500 HD photos on a pendrive & digital album
- Two Photographers
- 10 hours Coverage

(Sun up till Sun down. Its a party!!! We balling!)

Prewedding, Bride & Groom dress up, ceremony & signing,
exclusives, reception with:

- A3 Photobook (200 prints), Two A3 frames
- 650 HD photos on a pendrive (customized with
   couple names) & digital album
- Three Photographers
- 13 hours Coverage with 1hr extra for prewedding

GHc 10,000

GHc 13,000

For Couples who prefer to kill two birds with one stone :) 
i.e Traditional & White Weddings on one day`



IVORY
Couple dress up, ceremonies, signing,
exclusives, reception with:
- A3 Photobook (150 Prints)
- 500 HD photos on pendrive & digital album
- Two Photographers
- 12 hours Coverage

GHc 10,500

GHc 15,000HEART
Pre-wedding, couple dress up, ceremonies,
signing, exclusives, reception with:

- A3 Leather-case Photobook (200 Prints)
- 750 HD photos on pendrive
  (customized with couple names) & digital album
- Two A3 frames
- Two Photographers
- 14 hrs coverage with 2hrs extra for pre-wedding session 

BOCOTE

- Two A3+ Premium Leather Photobooks (250 prints each)
- 1200+ HD photos on pendrive
   (customized with couple names) & digital album
- Two A2 frames
-  Four Photographers

GHc 25,000
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(Standard for events with up to 200 guests)

(For the drunk in love :) )

(For the grand gestures, Creme de la Creme!!)

TWO DAY WEDDINGS
You can create a custom package from our traditonal and White wedding day
rates if these options are not the best fit for your event. 

This package isnt strictly time bound as compared to the others.
Indepth consultations and Creative Direction, Pre wedding sessions
exploring multiple ideas, multiple locations etc. It covers all aspects of
weddings running from 2-3 days with:



Extras
Extra Photographer:  1,000ghc/Day
Pre/Post wedding shoot:  2,500 ghc
Bachelor/Bachelorette Party:  1,500ghc
Over time: 750ghc/Hour
Retouching: 100ghc/photo

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES

A4: GHc 300
A3: GHc 400
A2: GHc 650

FRAMES:
A4 size(120 photos): GHc 1,500
A3 size(180 photos): GHc 2,000
A3+ size(250 photos): GHc 2,500

Leather cover with engraving
options available.

PHOTOBOOKS:
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